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Introduction

Santa Monica, California
It’s a sunny spring day in Southern California. Two thousand women are 
gathered on the wooden planks of the famous Santa Monica Pier. Seagulls 
are squawking overhead, but the women pay them no mind. They’re busy 
saluting the sun from a rainbow of colored yoga mats in perfectly spaced 
rows, spread out over a half mile of the pier. A yoga instructor’s commands 
blare at them from a stage’s loudspeakers: “The universe is calling and your 
right leg is going to answer.” The women extend their legs in unison, with 
military precision.

Usually, after a yoga class, everyone grabs their stuff and walks to their 
car, maybe chatting it up a bit with fellow classmates. But not here. The 
loudspeakers switch to club music, and the yoga class morphs into a rave. 
Women bounce up and down and headbang to Robyn. Their stainless steel 
water bottles become percussion instruments. Nobody is drunk, or high, 
or rolling— the only thing they’ve consumed recently is complimentary 
kombucha. Also: it’s eleven o’clock in the morning.1

This is Wanderlust, a traveling wellness festival that bills itself as an “all- 
out celebration of mindful living.” It goes from town to town, setting up 
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The Gospel of Wellness2

pop- up outdoor fitness events like revival tents, drawing women together 
to bond, set personal goals, meditate, and revel in collective namaste vibes. 
Wanderlust is Coachella for healthy living, and like the famous desert 
concert, Wanderlust sells both tickets and sponsorships.

On the far side of the pier is an Adidas- sponsored lounge with an 
interactive art installation where you’re invited to post a mantra to their 
website. A blond woman wearing Tory Burch workout gear offers her own: 
“To feel whole again.” She then slips her Chanel handbag over her arm 
and proceeds to the yoga shopping fair.

New York, New York
The scents of bergamot and frankincense flow through a minimalist spa. 
White walls, light birchwood floors, soft gray furniture. Succulents in sparse 
pots. WTHN is not an East Coast radio station—it’s a word that’s pro-
nounced “within,” and it’s the name of this soothing spa. Though “spa” isn’t 
exactly the right word for this place. WTHN is the Drybar of acupuncture.

Traditional Chinese medicine is now as chic and as easy to book as a 
blowout. I’ve been afraid of needles all my life, but WTHN has made this 
ancient practice into a modern luxury experience, with women lining up to 
be pricked and prodded by a copious number of them. While a pampering 
acupuncture session for “mind + body relief ” is the main item on the menu, 
WTHN also offers a blend of Chinese herbs to prevent stress and boost 
energy so you can “keep calm and rock on.”

Several thirtysomething women crowd WTHN’s bustling lobby. It’s a 
weekday afternoon in January. Some are dressed in work attire, others wear 
stylish black wool coats. “I mean, who isn’t exhausted?” says one woman, 
running her freshly manicured hands through her honey- highlighted 
hair. Several ailments brought her here: constant headaches, groggy morn-
ings, and pervasive anxiety. An attendant calls her name, and she stands 
up, excited.

As the staff lead her to her own private cubicle, her voice echoes down 
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Introduction 3

the hallway. “I’m off to be relaxed!” The rest of us, waiting for our turn, are 
left to browse the impressive display of supplements.

Palm Desert, California
It’s early fall and I’m at Ganja Goddess Getaway, a women- only weed 
retreat about a half hour outside Palm Springs. This self- described “stoner 
girl slumber party” is held on a rented equestrian estate where the event 
organizers expect you to be high the whole time. Most of the guests sleep 
in tents on the grounds; I get to sleep in a horse stall in the stable. (Don’t 
worry— it’s furnished like a hotel room.)

Weed is available, in large quantities and in many appetizing forms. 
There are cannabis- infused cotton candy machines, waitstaff holding trays 
of pre- rolled joints, cookies and brownies, and something you use for “dab-
bing.” There is also an open snack bar in case you get the munchies.

It’s a diverse crowd. At night, by the campfire, a young Black mom 
in her thirties trades parenting advice with a retired white trucker in her 
fifties. A twentysomething Latina decked out in athleisurewear talks 
politics with a sixtysomething former hippie. At dinner, I mention to a 
twenty- five- year- old at my table how refreshing it is to hang out with 
older women. “Yeah,” she says, exhaling pot smoke. “They’re chill.” Then 
someone else excuses herself from the meal, explaining “My edible just 
kicked in.” Everyone else nods in solidarity.2

At one point a soothing voice comes over the public address system. 
“The belly dancing class will start on the great lawn in five minutes.” Then 
the voice adds, “I love you.” A pair of millennials in bright tank tops sway 
lazily down to the lawn with a gray- haired woman in a floral housedress. 
Several women have crowns of flowers in their hair. One middle- aged 
mom gives up early and retires to lie down in the grass, where she sprawls 
and looks up at the sky in amazement.

“I feel like we live in a society that requires a lot of charging ahead, 
getting things done, and going on autopilot in order to accomplish a lot 
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The Gospel of Wellness4

of tasks,” the co- founder of Ganja Goddess Getaway told me. “We need 
this kind of a moment where you slow things down and really just focus 
on yourself.”

• • •
These women— from the designer- attired Wanderlust participant to the 
cannabis campers— are just a few examples of the millions of women con-
tributing to the $4.4 trillion global wellness economy. Far beyond yoga 
classes and veganism, they are modeling their entire lives— from where 
they live to whom they socialize with and how they parent— on the well-
ness lifestyle du jour.

What is “wellness,” exactly? At its most basic level, it’s the active 
pursuit of well- being outside the realm of medicine. It’s more than just 
avoiding sickness; it encompasses prevention and maintenance: nutrition, 
fitness, sleep, community support, and stress management. It’s the choices 
we make to feel better physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually.

Does it all sound a bit general and vague? That’s because it is. There 
is no agreed- upon definition of what “well” is, and it’s one reason why the 
wellness industry has grown so big. Plenty of companies have their own 
idea of how to get there— what you need to do, buy, or think— which is 
why the term “wellness” has devolved into an ambiguous marketing term 
that can just as easily mean activated charcoal toothpaste as it does mind-
fulness. Wellness can mean almost anything.

In many ways, wellness is whatever you need for your health. There’s 
no one right path; wellness requires awareness of the uniqueness of your 
experience. It’s about what you, the individual, can do for yourself to get 
through this thing we call life.

In Western countries like the UK, Australia and across Europe, entire 
industries have suddenly popped up around the desire to get healthier and 
live longer, but this has happened on a particularly large scale in the US. 
Small boutique fitness studios now comprise 40 percent of the gym mar-
ket and have become the place for women to exercise and hang out. Sales of 
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Introduction 5

organic food top $60 billion a year. Once a fringe practice, meditation has 
seeped into mainstream American culture (to create a multibillion-dollar 
industry). Two-thirds of American women devote half of their closets to 
athleisurewear, and in the UK athleisure market is on track to be worth 
£6.7 billion in a few years.3 4

Wellness has taken over beauty, tech, and even housing and alcohol. 
Vitamin IV drip services are wait- listing customers; nightclubs serve 
booze- free herbal tonics; spiritual healers sell out workshops; real estate 
developers rush to build “wellness communities”; and Silicon Valley is 
pushing psychedelics as a mental health therapeutic. Even our language 
has changed. People say things like “I need this for my self- care,” “I’m on a 
cleanse,” or “I’m practicing gratitude.” These slogans weren’t around fifteen 
years ago. Now they’re repeated by celebrities, business founders, suburban 
moms, and many a Gen Zer.

Of course, people have always bought things to help their well- being, 
but what we’re witnessing today is an unprecedented cultural and histori-
cal moment. Wellness is a movement now. According to NielsenIQ, health 
and wellness was “the single most powerful consumer force of 2021.”5 
Never before have we seen this level of focus on self- improvement, with 
U.S. millennials labeled the most “health- conscious generation.”6 We have 
become a self- care nation, though arguably one that still lacks the funda-
mentals of well- being.

Being “healthy” once meant going to the doctor regularly. Now it 
means you should rarely need to see a doctor. Wellness, in its current form, 
is almost an aspirational obsession for some and close to religious dogma 
for others. The average wellness devotee believes adherence to popularized 
methods can overcome sickness, unhappiness, and even death. A strict 
overhaul of diet, movement, and thoughts is hailed as the new messiah. In 
wellness, it seems, we trust.

• • •
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The Gospel of Wellness6

When athleisure seized fashion in 2014, it coincided with other lifestyle 
trends of its time, like the proliferation of boutique fitness studios and 
cold- pressed juice bars. Back then, I was a thirty- one- year- old digital news 
producer at NBC News in New York City. I had an inkling that a  cultural 
phenomenon was coming into place, which I chalked up to holed- up, 
tech- addicted millennials craving physical movement. But by 2017, when 
I began to cover the wellness industry full time as a business magazine 
reporter in L.A., I saw the emergence of far more trends— clean eating, 
“forest bathing,” meditation retreats— with more age groups joining the 
fold. Suddenly, it wasn’t just your New Age pal in Venice Beach raving 
about bone broth. It was most of your friends too. Sometimes it was your 
mom. Or your boss.

Women flocked to these trends with urgency and intensity. They went 
fully organic, bought ClassPass subscriptions, and replaced dairy milk with 
soaked almond water. This wasn’t just something they did, but something 
that soon came to define them. All these new habits and products made 
them believe they could change things. In their minds, things weren’t 
good— and they hadn’t been in a while.

I know. Because, you see . . .  I am one of these women.
I mean, who doesn’t want a bit of aspiration in their lives? I know I 

did. I wasn’t any more immune to the industry’s charm than any other 
adherent. My life was consumed by wellness. It determined how I spent 
my weekends, picked where I vacationed, dictated which restaurants I 
frequented, and prescribed my “natural” medications. I spent, on average, 
hundreds of dollars a month bolstering my health— a good chunk of it on 
expensive boutique fitness classes.

My pantry, meanwhile, was stocked with “natural” wine. My diet 
incorporated “superfoods” and organic vegetables. These items elbowed 
for room in the fridge alongside sparkling cannabis beverages and egg- free 
Vegenaise. Even my dog was on the trend: I sprinkled his dry food with 
canine- approved bone broth. (In my defense, it was on sale.)

Today I own five crystals, an interactive smart home gym called a 
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Introduction 7

Mirror, and an entire shoebox of skin care facial masks. Twelve pairs of 
yoga leggings— half of them accompanied by matching sports bras. Two 
aromatherapy devices. And six different kinds of bath salts. (I don’t even 
own a bathtub. I used to bring them with me on vacations, filtering hotels 
according to tub availability.) It’s all a bit odd because, by all accounts, I 
was never technically sick: I have no chronic diseases or disabilities, and I 
receive a clean bill of health every time I visit my general practitioner. So 
why all these rituals? Why all this stuff?

Because at the time I started down this path I didn’t feel good.
Rewind to thirty- one- year- old me in New York City circa 2014. From 

afar, it sounded like the dream: single, living in a big city, and working for 
the Today show, the number one morning show in America. It was the 
kind of thing you could tell people at a cocktail party and they were often 
excited to hear more. “Do you get to meet every celebrity?” they’d always 
ask.

The truth of it was less than intriguing. I worked long, fast- paced 
workweeks tied to a desk in a windowless office with no real lunch break. 
By early evening, I was utterly depleted. At one point during my seven- 
year tenure, I had to undergo four months of physical therapy for a painful 
bout of tendinitis (which I feared would cost me my job). Typing nonstop 
for eight to ten hours a day left my wrists in agony, to the point where I 
could no longer massage shampoo into my hair.

Exhausted by stressful workdays in a 24/7 news environment, I’d 
order Thai food to my poorly heated studio apartment, then cuddle up 
on the couch to watch Downton Abbey. Most nights I was too tired to 
see friends, let alone make new ones. Loneliness became as routine as 
a bum radiator. I was also in my thirties, getting older, and increasingly 
nervous about my vanity, or more like, nervous about what losing my 
looks and figure meant. I saw how both higher-weight individuals and 
the aging were treated in the media industry and dating scene— and it 
was far from kind.

Ageism, unfortunately, is prevalent within journalism. I was at the 
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The Gospel of Wellness8

Today show when it booted a tearful Ann Curry as co- host to make room 
for a peppy Savannah Guthrie, fifteen years her junior. It was eerily quiet 
in the newsroom that morning, the producers fearful to talk lest they say 
something they’d regret. Then came the commands to start scrubbing 
Curry from the website. Photo albums, talent holiday recaps . . .  it was as 
if she’d never existed.

Not too long after, my boss and mentor was forced out after her mater-
nity leave and replaced by a younger, less experienced manager who was 
promoted while subbing for her. Although it seemed like blatant discrimi-
nation, she was told by her attorney she would have no luck with a lawsuit. 
The rest of us got the message: Don’t age. Stay young. Keep your job.

It was a brutal blood sport, and one I wasn’t prepared to engage in. 
Probably because I was so tired.

And what did wellness offer? Solutions.
Wellness promised me food that could deliver more energy and keep 

me thin. Supplements dangled better sleep when I lay awake wondering 
whether I’d die alone. A fitness class hinted I didn’t need to make plans to 
see friends— they’d just be there. Meditation advertised a silencing of all the 
“dying” journalism industry woes clogging my brain. Wellness said it could 
fix me, like a toy that was not so much broken as in need of new batteries. 
And I wanted to believe it.

It would be dishonest to say that I was wooed by wellness as much as 
I was searching for remedies. Too many things in my life started to feel 
diseased. I couldn’t always put my finger on it, but I started to suspect there 
was something fundamentally unhealthy about the way I was living. The 
work stress, the greasy takeout food, the endless, soul- crushing dating . . .  
I was actively looking to manage all of it. I was open to alternatives. And 
wellness brands spoke my language; they understood full well there were 
real issues impacting people just like me. People who felt depleted, frus-
trated, isolated, and nervous. People who needed a boost.

My conversion didn’t happen overnight. I fought this culture for so 
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Introduction 9

long. I rolled my eyes and teased pals about trends like mushroom coffee, yet 
soon enough I found myself at the cash register, admitting defeat. That’s 
because it was no longer countercultural— it was the culture. As they say, it 
happened slowly at first, and then all at once. I increasingly became further 
consumed with my health, like some sort of lab rat awaiting testing. It was 
fun and seemingly vital: yoga felt good, but it was also a very important 
mental health tool. Could a fitness tracker help me move more? Let’s try! 
Cupping reportedly relieved muscle tension, and heck, everyone else was 
doing it. Surely there’s something there?

In 2015, I moved from New York to L.A. for simple reasons: I wanted 
warmer weather and I envied what looked like a healthier, chiller lifestyle. 
On the West Coast, I saw people jogging outside year- round. They gulped 
green juice the way my New York pals downed tequila at after- work happy 
hours. On weekends, Angelenos favored hikes in Runyon Canyon over 
shopping and brunching. (If they did shop, it was at Whole Foods.) It 
seemed, at the time, like a promised land where everyone felt better.

A little over a year later, I was writing full time for Fast Company, a 
progressive business magazine centered on innovation in tech, leadership, 
and design. I mostly wrote about fashion and food, but the more I got into 
the L.A. lifestyle, the more my pitches reflected my metamorphosis. So 
that same year, my editor agreed to let me cover the sector entirely, going 
so far as to let me launch a newsletter about the latest developments in 
wellness.

“Why is everyone guzzling kombucha, buying DNA kits, and down-
loading meditation apps now?” I wrote in the announcement for my 
newsletter, Well To Do. “Are these inventions and new pursuits actually 
helping people? Do they even work?” These are questions I would spend 
the next four years answering. Not only for Fast Company, but for outlets 
like the L.A. Times, the New York Times, Medium’s Elemental, and wellness 
research institutes. I wanted to know why there were so many women just 
like me, looking to exhale.
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The Gospel of Wellness10

Over the years, I tried out innovative ideas like a texting therapy 
bot. I investigated Facebook’s war on alternative health groups. I profiled 
beauty brands selling “athleisure makeup,” that is, mascara and foundation 
designed to be worn in the gym. I also tested out the more ridiculous— 
including a “sleep robot” (which was more like a faceless Teddy Ruxpin 
for insomniacs) and, no joke, sleep- friendly ice cream. My job took me to 
brain optimization labs and to the flotation tank studios expanding across 
the country.

I got to know a lot of communities. In a remote ski resort in Utah, 
I got to spend time with the tech elite building the exclusive wellness 
community of the future. In rural Alabama, I spent a weekend at a uto-
pian commune for women only. Another time, I attended an “overcoming 
death” conference where scientists and hopeful senior citizens believed 
they could crack the code on immortality (and which honestly felt like 
the sequel to Get Out).

I interviewed Gwyneth Paltrow, biohacking icon Dave Asprey, Pelo-
ton founder John Foley, and also femtech founders fighting to discover 
new medical solutions. I watched as their influence quickly grew to reach 
beyond America to keen audiences in the UK, Australia and elsewhere. 
I also spoke with women across the country who were suddenly doing 
things like shunning dairy, but they weren’t exactly sure why. Others felt 
they had a new lease on life as soon as they found a gym they loved.

But a funny thing happened a few years in: my thoughts on the indus-
try changed. Quite dramatically. What had first begun as fitness, nutrition, 
and stress relief increasingly gave way to muddy waters: crystal- infused 
water bottles, “detox cleanses,” and shady workplace wellness programs. 
After interviewing countless founders and trying out every trend under 
the sun, I grew skeptical. Out of curiosity, but also out of journalistic duty, 
I started doing my homework. By then, I had left the hamster wheel of 
digital news production and was afforded more time to dive deeper into 
the issues that wellness brands raised.

I called up medical professionals to investigate health claims. I checked 
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chemical concerns with scientists. I started asking everyone just how their 
CBD collection was working out. I read the fine print.

I began realizing I couldn’t take many of these companies at face value. 
Their marketing promises didn’t align with science. The evidence was paltry 
or, at times, wildly exaggerated. Influencers with market growth agendas 
jumped to fearmongering conclusions far too fast. More than that, they 
were instituting their own pressures on women. The wellness industry isn’t 
quite what we are led to believe. And surprise, surprise, many of the “facts” 
we take for granted about what’s healthy and what isn’t aren’t true.

That’s because wellness is often treated a lot more like fashion in the 
media. It’s not always pressed upon reporters to investigate wellness com-
panies’ claims.

It’s easy to fall into the marketing over accurate science trap: so much 
of what a wellness company’s PR department puts out sounds right. And 
I was working for Fast Company, not Scientific American magazine. My 
readers cared about investor funding. Market share. Creative campaigns. 
Forward- thinking design. The science wasn’t ignored, rather it was just 
secondary.

But at some point, there was a more general reckoning with the mis-
sion statements of VC- funded brands out there to “change the world,” 
and the founders we’d previously revered to godly proportions. The Wall 
Street Journal released its groundbreaking investigative report on the now 
defunct company Theranos and its deceptive practices, and we all began 
examining Silicon Valley leaders’ claims more closely.

I’ll level with you: you might not like some of the stuff I unearthed 
throughout this process. I say that because I too was hesitant. It can all be 
quite jarring if you’ve only ever been exposed to one side of an equation. I 
didn’t want to admit what became increasingly obvious: we’ve been condi-
tioned to accept certain wellness beliefs, cemented as conventional wisdom 
because they’re ubiquitous. We’re bombarded by wellness propaganda— in 
our magazines, social media feeds, and Sephora stores. Marketing has a 
far stronger power than scientific proof. Few of us follow scientists, but we 
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sure as hell follow celebrities, influencers, and brands that are in no way 
health experts but sure act like them.

The more I learned, the more alarmed I became. As a reporter, I had 
to admit the obvious: the wellness industry isn’t well.

• • •
In this book, I examine how and why Western women were led down the 
kale-covered path of wellness, looking to America as the starting point for 
an industry swiftly replicated in wealthy countries around the globe. Part 
investigative report and part sociological analysis, this book dives deep into 
this booming movement, going inside the sprawling landscape of wellness 
to explore how and why it grew to be the behemoth it is today. I analyze 
the solutions it offers, and the dangers— but also the possible promise— it 
holds for the future of our health. Many people assume wellness is simply 
the desire to be thin or to purify our lives, and while there are aspects of 
that, such a simplistic interpretation would be naive. There are far more 
facets to this movement, each demonstrating long- simmering discontent 
and hopes.

This book is about commodified wellness: the big business of selling 
you health. The marketing of wellness has inspired a religious fervor—and 
not in a good way. This industry communicates the idea that with enough 
devotion, we can manifest only goodness and manage what feels unruly or 
threatening in our lives— an idea that works almost like a divine principle. 
This book’s title is rather tongue- in- cheek, but it does allude to how health 
has emerged as a regulatory framework, much like religion, telling us how 
to live. Sometimes these comparisons are subtle, but at times blatant. But 
make no mistake: the gospel of wellness has its own commandments, its 
own morality, its own community, and its own rituals.

It also has its own false idols. These golden calves indoctrinate women 
with false beliefs: pseudoscience, distrust of medicine, and unnecessary 
pressures robbing them of time and energy. And we need to combat these 
beliefs before they devolve into a full- blown cult. In wellness, the cure 
occasionally becomes worse than the disease.
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The gospel of wellness spans multiple sectors and draws on a complex 
web of cultural and political forces for its sustenance. This book could 
have been a multivolume set— there is that much to talk about. Many of 
my examples focus on the biggest pillars of wellness, including nutrition, 
exercise, stress management, and spirituality. But know that any of the 
specific examples I delve into from one area teach lessons that can be 
applied elsewhere.

It’s a lot of ground to cover. While I understand wellness is a fast- 
growing sector now spreading to multiple communities and income 
brackets, the majority of this book focuses on the groups most adoptive of 
commodified wellness— namely women. This is not to say men aren’t also 
participating, just that women are more heavily represented, for reasons 
such as gender equity gaps and the specific roles of women in society. Nat-
urally, not every reason discussed will apply to every woman— wellness is 
a massive, vague umbrella term with numerous sectors, so some might be 
more relevant than others to any individual woman. But if it doesn’t reflect 
you, I bet it sums up someone you know.

This book traces not only the many segments of the industry and how 
they got here, but also the historic trends that planted the seeds of what 
was to come. You’ll see sidebars that delve into a related historic epi-
sode in line with each chapter’s theme. History shows that so many of these 
issues and solutions aren’t anything new: we’ve been dealing with the same 
problems (and like- minded gurus) for centuries. Everything that seems 
innovative today possesses a long, rich history.

Here’s what we do know: Wellness— in all its many forms and bizarre 
rituals— springs from universal truths. Everyone just wants to feel good, 
and that’s becoming harder and harder as modern life becomes more chaotic. 
Too much feels out of control: a poorly constructed medical system, tech 
overload, a tumultuous news cycle, lack of community, you name it. We 
live lives that demand too much of us. Wellness, which spans both real, 
groundbreaking solutions and total bunk, is the direct response to genuine 
complaints in this country. Something is rotten in the state of Denmark, 
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The Gospel of Wellness14

and wellness, we believe, might heal it. The question is whether what we’re 
being sold is delivering. Can wellness truly solve these issues?

At the end of the day, I come neither to bury nor to praise the well-
ness industry. My goal is to help sort the wheat from the chaff, to distin-
guish the legitimate benefits from the marketing copy, and to identify 
those which only add more stress or sickness. In the quest to minimize what 
bothers us, wellness has both empowered and enslaved women. The more 
effectively we can disentangle the good from the bad, the more promising 
a future we can create for the movement— and for our well- being.

This is more than a book about a rapidly growing industry. It’s a book 
about women’s search for a cure to all that ails them— and their journey 
to regain something they believe they’ve lost. They’ve discovered a new 
agency to chart different paths and search for better solutions. They are 
reimagining community, medicine, even faith. They are standing up to say, 
The status quo isn’t acceptable. There must be a better way through.
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Chapter 1
Why the Hell Is the Advice Always Yoga?

Can you remember the last time you felt free? Do you recall a time in 
which you weren’t consumed by text notifications, computer install 
updates, grocery lists, school pick- ups and drop- offs, work emails, the 
news, and shedding “those last ten pounds”? Remember giving less of a 
shit? Being psychologically unburdened? And relaxed?

Neither do many other women. Modern life, for all its comforts and 
privileges, can feel wildly overwhelming. To be a woman today is to be 
stuck in a loop of unrelenting maintance.

I am, by all accounts, not a chill person. Type A is a more accurate 
description. My husband likes to motion for me “to take it down a notch” 
whenever I’m riled up by politics, line  cutters, or nonsensical fashion. This 
is partially due to my own makeup but partially bred out of a chaotic 
career existence. And yes, let me preface all this by saying that I am overall 
a very fortunate person who is housed, fed, and not stuck in a war- torn 
country. I am lucky, 100 percent.

But by my midthirties, I’d become loaded with stress, even for Type 
A me. I worked as a full- time reporter at Fast Company with set hours 
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and was expected to participate in Slack channels, conferences, news 
shifts, and company- wide initiatives. I even had my own newsletter and 
represented the outlet at industry conferences. But I wasn’t granted any 
benefits, health insurance, or paid time off. For years I wasn’t technically 
on staff even though I functionally was. Like many others, I’d become 
a gig worker with none of the “freedom” of a freelancer and none of the 
assurances of a staff employee. A permalancer. I had a contract stipu-
lating a specific number of stories, but it could be canceled within two 
weeks’ notice. This put me and my fellow writers in a perpetual state of 
job insecurity, of having to constantly prove ourselves to our “employer.”

As a gig worker, taking a vacation or sick leave is out of the question. 
You aren’t paid for any days you aren’t working. Thinking about having 
kids? Forget it. If you can barely afford two weeks off, who is going to pay 
for your maternity leave?

Mind you, I wasn’t about to start complaining, because by 2017, the 
journalism industry was in free fall as advertising money dried up. I was 
coming off previous positions where I saw budgets slashed, reasonable 
freelance wages disappear, and entire teams decimated. Site traffic— not 
necessarily quality— reigned supreme. Aggregation replaced original 
reporting. Ad sponsorship commitments steered content decisions. The 
sensational trumped the meaningful. Be more like BuzzFeed, we were told. 
Churn, churn, churn.

At those previous jobs, fewer bodies meant more work. It meant you 
had to be trendspotter, writer, editor, newsletter aficionado, sponsorship 
deal creative, contributor manager, media partner liaison, social media 
savant . . .  an entire team in one body. And as digital journalism became 
more competitive, we had to follow our beats as soon as the “workday” 
ended. If I wasn’t at my desk, I was on Twitter or on blogs trying to keep 
up with a twenty- four- hour news cycle. Sometimes I’d do my after- hours 
“research” while I was at the gym— one sweaty, slipping hand on the 
elliptical machine, the other scrolling my phone— trying to ensure that 
neither my career nor my body would fall by the wayside.
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You couldn’t complain. You were told you were fortunate just to have 
a job in journalism.

I was burned out at this point in my career. The stress was building, 
the anxiety seeping out sideways into other areas of my life. This was on 
top of everything else I worried about. As a Jew, I was anxious about ris-
ing rates of anti- Semitism. (By 2017, Jews were targeted in 58 percent of 
all religious- based hate crime incidents despite being just 2 percent of the 
U.S. population.)1 Then there was concern over reproductive rights, the 
growing political divide, and so on and so on.

It all kept me up at night. It was in my thirties that I’d stopped sleep-
ing and shortly thereafter began suffering from anxiety. Which is how 
I found myself looking for stress relief— and major emotional release. 
Mind you, I was already dipping my toes in wellness at the time. This just 
heightened my need for it.

I found it one day tucked away on the third floor of a small and unre-
markable brick building in Tribeca. Soothing neutral palettes and a wall 
of mirrors filled this airy fitness studio. Below one’s feet, the wood 
floor rested atop a layer of rose quartz crystals. (Even if clients don’t 
see the crystals, the hope is that they feel the “vibrational energy.”) 
Right outside the studio doors, a bathroom boasted marble counters, 
modern gold- plated fixtures, and Chanel bath products. Inspirational 
tunes by Florence and the Machine set the pace for this class called 
The Class.

Thirty toned women in Lululemon sports bras and leggings stood 
silent, their flat tummies on display. Eyes closed, they placed their right 
hands firmly on their hearts. In this pose, they patiently awaited the com-
mand of their instructor, the fitness guru Taryn Toomey, who would lead 
them through a “meditation, just with your body.”

This self- described “cathartic mind- body experience” serves as an 
unorthodox therapy session. Here, women are encouraged to yell, shout, 
scream, and express themselves while also doing challenging cardio 
moves. At other points, they’re told to stand still and quiet the mind. The 
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Class centers around emotional management, which is why class names 
echo women’s late- night venting sessions: I Love My Kids Just Not Right 
Now (give me a break!), F*CK Everything (when everyone and every-
thing seems like the absolute worst), and the I Don’t Wanna Workout 
(don’t make me work out!).

Toomey, a blond, lithe, statuesque figure with the raspy voice of a 
Kathleen Turner, addressed the room while perched on a window ledge 
overlooking the Lower Manhattan skyline. “We’re out of our bodies most 
of the day,” Toomey said. “It’s time for a reunion.” The crowd nodded in 
agreement. Some looked genuinely touched.

Together, the crowd furiously squatted and shook, all while repeat-
edly shouting “Huh!” in tribal chorus. From there, the women contorted 
themselves into winged positions, their arms outstretched. They breathed 
heavily as their leader urged them to “rise up.”

Midway through a medley of jumping jacks, lunges, and burpees, 
Toomey’s voice intensified, taking on new gravitas. “What are your blind-
ers?” Toomey demanded. “Your blocks— what are they?” Her voice got even 
louder, like a commanding priest. “What are they? What are they?!” As if 
hitting the crescendo at an opera, she shouted with gusto, “Feel! Feel! Feel!”

The room lost it. The session devolved into a rave as the Prodigy’s 
electronic music anthem “Firestarter” roared over the speakers. Some class 
members moaned like birthing animals, while others shook their limbs 
with the spastic fervor of inflatable air dancers outside used car dealer-
ships. One jumped wildly in place, tears rolling down her cheeks, as she 
yelled. Others frantically thrust their arms into the air, their $4,450 Car-
tier Love bracelets jangling. Rage, grief, and frustration were suspended 
in the sweat- mixed- with- Chanel- moistened air.

“This is a safe space,” Toomey whispered.
Toomey at times can come across as a therapeutic healer, a cross 

between Deepak Chopra and Jane Fonda. “You start to realize that most 
of what’s going on [in the body] is in the mind,” Toomey told me. “And 
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you know that you actually have a choice, and you can reroute it— that’s 
what we do in The Class: we practice the ability to do that.” That type of 
thinking is part of Toomey’s appeal: a splash of the woo- woo grounded 
in the practical, incorporating her self- help messages within tried- and- 
true elements of mainstream fitness. She is completely aware that meta-
physical and spiritual practices can seem foreign, and she makes the 
effort to render them more accessible to consumers without alienating 
her more Goopy fans. Her studio’s crystal- embedded floors, for exam-
ple, are alleged to “cleanse” bad energy. Despite spending thousands 
of dollars on them, Toomey will quickly label herself as a “pretty big 
skeptic.” When asked whether she believes in crystals’ supposed healing 
properties, she says she believes the most important healing element is 
the “power of intention.”

Toomey created this new kind of workout after realizing she loved the 
meditative component of yoga as a way of connecting with her breathing 
but also craved the endorphin rush of cardio routines. The result is a mix 
of quiet reflection with bursts of fast movement. Sound is another compo-
nent. She noticed that whether or not she vocalized what was bottled up 
inside made a difference in how she felt. Getting loud— really loud— was 
a catharsis of sorts.

Toomey built a cult following around this unique, visceral form of 
exercise— if you could even call it strictly exercise. Is it meditation? Ath-
letic vocalization? Calorie- burning primal scream therapy? Celebrities like 
Naomi Watts swear by the $35 sessions. Ask New Yorkers to describe The 
Class, and they’ll call it “a brain- body release,” “an emotional workout,” 
and “a spiritually orgasmic exercise.” One participant simply explained it 
by saying, “Sometimes you just need to yell, ya know?”2

I definitely did know.
For almost two years, I was a regular at the L.A. outpost of The Class, 

surrounded by several dozen women who, by all accounts, seemed to have 
it together.
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During one session, The Class took it up a notch. It was the Sunday 
following the Supreme Court confirmation of Brett Kavanaugh, who had 
earlier been accused of sexual misconduct by a former classmate, Cali-
fornia professor Christine Blasey Ford. Liberal- leaning women tended to 
view the proceedings in a certain way: they saw a woman take the stand, 
be doubted by the public, then be torn apart. Acknowledging the week’s 
news, the instructor led the entire room in a sing- along of the 4 Non 
Blondes song “What’s Up.” Participants thrust their arms forward and 
back— rowing without an oar— as the lyrics demanded,

And I scream from the top of my lungs
What’s going on?

The room erupted in song, women shouting at the top of their lungs, 
turning their faces to the ceiling as if to summon the heavens to rescue 
them. Some pounded their fists in the air as though they were punching 
ghosts. “I pray every single day for revolution,” they bellowed along with 
the 1993 hit single. The emotion was palpable. It was unlike anything I 
had ever seen, perhaps only rivaled by the kind of Christian revival faith 
healings I’ve seen depicted in movies.

After the class, I approached a few of the women about the intensity 
we had just witnessed. The Class skews older millennial— women in their 
thirties and forties, many of them moms or midcareer professionals. The 
atmosphere felt unreal, certainly not the norm for a nine a.m. workout 
class. “[The confirmation was] the last straw,” said one woman in line at 
the studio’s café. “We are broken camels.”

How could it be, I wondered, that so many “privileged” women were 
so exasperated? What was going on? This was much larger than just my 
own anxiety. A simmering cauldron of frustration had come to a boiling 
point, and somehow it was exploding on a pastel- colored yoga mat. It 
couldn’t just be the political situation inspiring such an outpouring. These 
women had evidently come to class to express their grievances, and no 
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amount of sage was going to clear up that kind of toxic energy. But when 
and why did squats and burpees, among other wellness activities, become 
therapy?

Drowning in Stress: Not Enough Time or 

Support to “Have it All”

Women are overwhelmed. I hear it over and over and over again from 
folks across the country, on all sides of the political and social divide. They 
can be stressed by PTA meetings and ever- rising childcare costs or by a 
never- ending stream of work coupled with growing piles of laundry. They 
can be single, drowning in student loan debts and unbelievable housing 
prices. They might be college students, 40 percent of whom report being 
so stressed and depressed that “it’s difficult to function,” according to the 
American College Health Association. Or perhaps they’re graduates hit-
ting LinkedIn’s virtual pavement (with little success) or moms struggling 
to find the time to “sneak in” a shower. Expectations continue to mount, 
yet they’re barely able to tread the rough waters.

Of course, men are also overstretched, but women experience a par-
ticular strain of stress, and if recent surveys are to be believed, experience 
far more of it. Almost half of American women say their stress levels 
increased over the past five years (compared to 39 percent of men) and that 
anxiety keeps them up at night. And despite the benefits of coupledom, 
the legally bound seem to carry a heavier load: more than one- third of 
married women report managing “a great deal of stress” versus 22 percent 
of unattached women.3

The home is one of the bigger battlegrounds in the war between the 
sexes. The average woman spends two more hours each day than the average 
man cooking, cleaning, and caretaking,4 and nearly two- thirds of women 
say they bear the responsibility for most of the chores.5 They are constantly 
multitasking, holding a laptop with one hand and a Swiffer in the other. 
That unequal distribution of work affects them in multiple ways. Women 
have less time to focus on their careers, get involved in politics, kvetch to 
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their friends, or heck, go to therapy. In one survey, 60 percent said the one 
person they never had enough time for was themselves.6

Stressed as they are at home, work, at least anecdotally, appears to also 
be one of women’s chief complaints. Americans work the longest hours of 
all the industrialized nations, with the average workweek clocking in at 
forty-seven hours.7 Germany, in comparison, averages thirty-five hours. 
The land of the free is also the only advanced economy that doesn’t guar-
antee workers paid time off, whereas European Union members mandate 
at least twenty days of paid leave.8 Three out of four women suffer from 
burnout, defined as emotional, physical, and mental exhaustion caused by 
excessive stress. Just how bad is it? One survey discovered that 48 percent 
of employees have cried at work, and while women are more inclined to 
break down in tears over stress, 36 percent of men also acknowledged cry-
ing on the job.9 That’s because day- to- day work is an exhausting obstacle 
course of stressors. Further, the stress often doesn’t end once you leave the 
office: an “always- on” environment encourages bosses to email you at any 
time. Knowing a ping of anxiety could be incoming at all hours, there is 
no real end to the workday.

One might tell women to just find other jobs if their workplaces don’t 
support them, but in this economy? It’s not so easy. Few options are avail-
able in what’s become a cutthroat race for well- paying, full- time employ-
ment with solid benefits. Job insecurity and a growing gig economy put 
the American dream ever- teetering on a pinnacle, always on the verge of 
tipping over. We’re not hustling to get ahead as much as to just stay put 
and pay off our student loan debt— or the mortgage.

A wide cross  section of women battle stress, though their wounds 
differ. Caretaking responsibilities within the office— organizing birth-
day celebrations, mentoring new hires, mediating disputes between 
co- workers— often fall to female managers with little acknowledgment. 
Childless women complain they’re routinely expected to work longer hours 
than caregiving peers, and they feel insulted that management assumes 
they have no life after six o’clock. Maybe they too would like to leave at 
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a reasonable hour so that they could tend to personal matters or just do 
whatever it is that fulfills them? Maybe they have a date?

Not that dating necessarily generates stress relief: many singles report 
they need to compete in a Hunger Games– like scene where individuals 
“swipe” their way through an endless supply of mates, where chasing 
“something better on the horizon” is as easy as ordering a pizza. Those 
wading through the dating circuit can get caught up in a shallow hookup 
culture, which some researchers link to lowered self- esteem. (Almost 50 
percent of women report a negative reaction after a fling, versus 26 percent 
of men.) However you identify— gay, straight, whatever— casual sex may 
not always be as fun and carefree as Sex and the City would have us believe. 
While some do enjoy a buffet of one- night stands, others might experi-
ence depressive symptoms and loneliness.10

As for parents, the storm of stress elevates to a Category 5 hurricane: 
the average mom claims an 8.5 out of 10 on a scale of stress, positioning 
them somewhere between a Cathy cartoon and a ticking time bomb. A 
leading cause of stress is time. Sixty percent of moms say they simply can’t 
squeeze in everything on their to- do list, which usually amounts to plan-
ning a nutritious dinner, helping with children’s homework, organizing 
the social calendar, and oh, also staying fit and attractive. In addition to 
all that, 72 percent of moms are stressed about how stressed they are.11

Delving into why the American woman is about to burn down her 
white picket fence would undoubtedly fill volumes. But suffice it to say 
that one major reason is that she is in no way living the utopian dream 
envisioned by feminists past. Women are not equal in status nor immune 
from sexism, and they are still burdened by the domestic assumptions 
made by society. Our foremothers burned their bras and filed for divorce 
en masse, but that didn’t release Betty Draper from pot roast duty. College 
girls dreamed of being Tina Fey or Ruth Bader Ginsburg, then found 
themselves soothing male egos in the boardroom or arguing with their 
spouse over whose turn it was to carpool.

While middle-  to upper- middle- class women are technically liberated, 
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for many their situation feels like further imprisonment: now they need to 
be both Working Girl and June Cleaver. Their life is nonstop emails and 
baby tantrums; they have two jobs but the respect of one. This is what 
the renowned sociologist Arlie Hochschild in 1989 termed “the second 
shift,” by which Western women inherit a double- career life. They’ll 
work a full day at the office, commute in traffic back home, hang up their 
coat, then run into the phone booth to transform into Superhousewife. 
The current hyperproductive and performative nature of American life is 
likely to blame. We’re on a constant treadmill of doing way more than a 
normal human would have aspired to do until recently: attain career suc-
cess, birth two kids, achieve a slamming body, cook like Ina Garten . . .  
You get the idea.

Futher compounding the issue, the days of living off a single income 
are long gone; as the cost of living increases and wages stagnate, both 
partners need to bring home the Beyond Meat bacon.

But again, there’s the rub: as the average American increasingly needs 
to work long and sometimes unpredictable hours at demanding jobs, who 
is going to manage caregiving? When the workday doesn’t end until six, 
who fixes dinner? How can you make partner at the law firm when you 
need to scuttle out at a reasonable hour? Someone needs to hold down the 
fort. Someone needs to take care of the kids. Not everyone has relatives 
nearby who can pitch in and provide free babysitting. And not everyone 
can afford paid childcare. This is not a predicament exclusive to women 
raising children with men. Same- sex couples also deal with one partner 
who inevitably needs to pick up the slack at home.

We may have fought the good fight for women’s careers, but as Hoch-
schild observed, “The workplace they go into and the men they come 
home to have changed less rapidly, or not at all. Nor has the government 
given them policies that would ease the way, like paid parental leave, paid 
family medical leave, or subsidized child care— the state- of- the- art child 
care, that too is stalled.”12 In essence, women changed, but many men, 
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employers, and the government simply put up their feet. They see women 
struggle to scoot out of the office before children’s bedtimes. They hear the 
exhaustion of those pumping breast milk in their cubicle. But bosses just 
put another meeting on their calendars. In 2019, a Pew Research survey 
confirmed what everyone already knew: half of employed moms say being 
a working parent makes it harder for them to get ahead professionally.13

The COVID- 19 pandemic only intensified this workload, exposing 
deep cracks in the system. With schools closed, moms quickly found 
themselves juggling work Zooms while trying to help their first- grader log 
in to class. Mothers scrambled to monitor the kids, keep up with double 
or triple the dirty dishes, and then somehow appear alert during depart-
ment meetings. In between all of that, they had to stave off a virus that 
kept them away from friends and family. A significant portion also had to 
manage eldercare for their aging parents. Their lives, like their wardrobes, 
began unraveling. They wiped their hands on their sweatpants, looked all 
around, and asked, How?

We might have hit a breaking point. By the fall of 2020, not even one 
year into the pandemic, 865,000 U.S. women surrendered and handed 
in their resignation.14 The number was roughly four times more than the 
number of men, thereby further contributing to a gender disparity in cor-
porate America. One mom, a friend of a friend, wrote on Facebook, “I’ve 
basically abandoned my career that I’ve worked for 15 years to build in 
order to care for my kids and give them an education. It’s crazy.”

An obvious fact that needs to be stated: some groups have it way 
harder than others, dealing with a wide array of stressors on top of the 
average American experience. One 2020 survey found that Latino and 
Black adults have experienced twice as much economic hardship as white 
adults during the pandemic. They also face more discrimination and 
greater mental health issues, and they do so with fewer resources.15 As one 
co- founder of a meditation program for Black communities once told me: 
“We joke that [mainstream outlets] always try to get you to calm down in 
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your commute. Our communities are dealing with a lot more things than 
just a hard commute.”

Worn out by the daily grind and greater injustices, women seek solu-
tions. During the last few years, breath work instructor Jay Bradley has 
drawn in far more female than male clients, many of them high- achievers 
who say they’ve tried everything to relax— pharmaceuticals, therapy, or 
“spiritual work”— but nothing’s worked in the long term. These women are, 
by his account, depleted, demoralized, and discouraged. They are driven 
but feel unable to “accomplish it all.” Bradley’s clients are afraid if they let 
go just a little, everything will all fall apart. They express an “underlying 
unworthiness,” says Bradley, who believes it stems from unhealthy bound-
aries surrounding work or family in addition to self- imposed expectations. 
This ongoing struggle leaves them “feeling powerful one day and then 
feeling powerless [the next].”

In his group sessions, Bradley acknowledges how well participants 
take care of everyone else. “Women, in particular, give, give, give,” Bradley 
tells his class. He encourages clients to spend the session to truly focus on 
one person and one person only: themselves. Through breath work, they 
can hopefully release whatever worries occupy their headspace, maybe 
even practice some self- compassion. At the same time, says Bradley, they 
are “ready for something that will permanently shift them out of that 
fight- or- flight mode.”

Women often voice that they need some time out, a Sabbath, a rest 
(though preferably not in a corporate nap room). They instinctively feel 
the urge to pull away and indulge in some self- care— a term that hit 
record Google searches in 2020. Some decide to waste a few minutes 
checking their Instagram, only to face an onslaught of clean kitchens and 
photoshopped bodies. What should have been a break turns into addi-
tional pressure. The same technology that was supposed to ease our lives 
is now arguably ruling them. Indeed, Americans who check their phones 
most frequently report the highest levels of anxiety. As soon as they wake 
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up, they’re assaulted by a barrage of texts, then spend eight hours or more 
staring at a work computer screen, followed by incoming emails and 
breaking news alerts in the evenings. It never ends. What’s more, tech 
companies increasingly add more addictive features and design infinite 
ways to keep us hooked or “bingeing.” I once heard Netflix CEO Reed 
Hastings deliver a conference speech in which he flat- out said he was 
competing not with HBO, FX, or Amazon, but with . . .  sleep. “And 
we’re winning!” he exclaimed to rapturous applause.

Well, guess what sleep deprivation causes? Fatigue, irritability, and stress.
Women are looking for less in their life. Less noise, fewer tasks, and 

reduced pressure. Self- care is marketed as the exit strategy. It’s become so 
popular that the Instagram hashtag #selfcare grew to 60 million posts, and 
self- care is one of the top downloaded app categories. But what exactly are 
we being sold? And to what extent are these practices helpful?

Flashback: Running Free:  

“Exercise Is the Best Tranquilizer”

James Fixx had settled into the sedentary American lifestyle by 
1967. The magazine editor took public transportation to work, 
where he was stuck in an office all day working long, stressful hours. 
To blow off steam, he smoked two packs of cigarettes a day. By his 
midthirties, he was unhappy with his weight and his habits.

Recognizing he was out of shape, Fixx tried running, and to 
his amazement, it made him feel significantly better. Running on 
an empty road became a therapeutic nirvana: quiet time to think, 
go at your preferred pace, and be free of distractions. In a domi-
neering society, in which one is constantly being told what to do, 
wear, or think, running became an appealing way to assert some 
autonomy, to symbolically run away from “the chains of civiliza-
tion.”16
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In speaking with runners across the country, Fixx noticed that 
many reported that anxiety, depression, and ruminating thoughts 
melted away as they hit mile after mile. Divorced men claimed it 
worked as “an ideal antidepressant.” Women reportedly said they 
were “less cranky and bitchy.” Fixx quoted one doctor who stated, 
“exercise is the best tranquilizer.”

Fixx felt called to share his miracle cure, no doubt the work of 
endorphins and exercise’s ability to reduce stress hormones. Soon 
enough, he inspired Americans to do something they’d never 
done before: jog. Before then, running constituted a gym class 
chore or an army requirement. In the late sixties, the activity was 
so unusual that police would stop running “freaks” for disturbing 
the suburban peace.17 Bemused pedestrians hurled insults, and 
sometimes trash.

James Fixx changed all that. Considered the father of rec-
reational running, his bestseller The Complete Book of Running 
became the bible of newly minted joggers. The handbook 
sparked a jogging revolution, prompting People magazine to 
label it a “craze” on a 1977 cover featuring Farrah Fawcett in 
gym shorts.

Was it just the stress relief and freedom of the road? Or some-
thing more?

Some historians have a different theory: Americans turn to 
fitness during stressful times.18 They took up exercising in greater 
numbers during the Great Depression, throughout the tumultu-
ous seventies, after 9/11, and during the COVID- 19 pandemic.19 
Starting in 2002, boutique gyms exploded in popularity. Some 
industry experts believe the World Trade Center terrorist attacks 
spurred Americans into an existential crisis overnight. They won-
dered: Could being reminded of one’s mortality inspire a desire to 
want to live longer, better? Does caring for our health make us feel 
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more grounded? I’ve heard this idea from several researchers (as 
well as crystal sellers, who saw sales soar after 9/11).

Rhythmic exercise routines are indeed calming. Intentional 
repetitive actions can redirect focus away from anxious and depres-
sive thoughts, lulling us into a relaxing trance. Researchers have 
also found that repetitive, ritualistic behavior can increase people’s 
belief that they can manage situations that are otherwise out of 
their hands.20

In addition, as your body image improves, so do your confi-
dence and sense of mastery. For women, this often also correlates 
with societal body size pressures. (Historically, women didn’t have 
control over many aspects of their lives, but they could determine 
their size.) Perhaps it’s a false sense of control, but people will 
grasp at whatever tools they have at their disposal.

“I felt more in control of my life,” Fixx said. “I was less easily 
rattled by unexpected frustrations. I had a sense of quiet power, 
and if at any time I felt this power slipping away I could easily call 
it back by going out and running.”21

Just Sweat Off the Stress?

“Your mobile phone is ringing. Your boss wants to talk to you. And your 
partner wants to know what’s for dinner,” reads the Mayo Clinic website. 
“Stress and anxiety are everywhere. If they’re getting the best of you, you 
might want to hit the mat and give yoga a try.”

The esteemed institution praises yoga’s ability to help lower blood 
pressure, manage lower back pain, and “quiet your mind.” The Mayo 
Clinic joins a wide array of outlets vouching for the workout’s ability to 
modulate stress response systems. (Of the many different types of yoga, 
I am sticking to the mainstream American adaptation for the purposes 
of this book.) The wellness site Well+Good reports that when it comes to 
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stress, “one thing that works without fail for almost anyone is yoga.” The 
New York Times published a guide on “How to Use Yoga to Destress.”

If you haven’t read the dozens of headlines extolling yoga, then you’ve 
likely heard celebrities swearing by it. Reese Witherspoon relies on it 
before the chaos of award show season. Miranda Kerr says the daily prac-
tice keeps her grounded and calm. Lady Gaga does it in a thong. Yoga 
has become so popular that almost 37 million Americans hit the mat 
regularly, and of those, 72 percent are women.22 They come across soothing 
fitness gurus like Adriene Mishler of the hit YouTube channel Yoga with 
Adriene and like what they hear. Instead of body transformation talk, all the 
approachable yogi asks is that you love yourself, find what feels good, and— 
like catnip to women— “make space.” The space can be physical, mental, 
or emotional, but whichever kind it is, schedule in time for yourself, away 
from frenetic energies that consume us.

In fact, when Mishler asked her nearly seven hundred thousand Face-
book fans what theme they wanted to honor for December 2020, she 
received an overwhelming response: “Myself.”

Yoga has grown so very popular because it emphasizes emotional 
health in the context of mind- body union. In a society where we feel so 
disconnected from our bodies (and confined to a sedentary lifestyle), we 
need outlets that let us explore that union. Some also see it as a less com-
petitive discipline that lets them go at their own pace, in stark contrast to 
hard- hitting cardio; slow, gentle movements act as a restful cushion from 
the rat race. 

Of course, movement has long been recommended to release stress. 
Strong evidence shows that regular exercise is associated with lower levels 
of anxiety, and even just a twenty- minute stroll has been shown to clear 
the mind.

Frequent exercise is also an American tradition, albeit one histori-
cally more afforded to men. While nineteenth- century women prone to 
“hysteria” were prescribed bed rest or hysterectomies, men were handed 
a horse and told to head to the wilderness. At the time, “neurasthenia” 
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became a catchall term for elite men’s weakness of nerves caused by overly 
civilized life.23 The cure for spending too much time working indoors was 
returning to the rugged outdoors. Teddy Roosevelt advocated a “West 
Cure”: vigorous treks into the wild to build muscles while roping cat-
tle, hunting wildlife, and exploring nature. Manly cowboy activities, he 
believed, could restore nerves sapped by an effeminate, coddling culture. 
(Some historians assert that the national parks owe their existence to the 
popularity of Roosevelt’s therapies.)24

Today we have far more options than a fainting couch or a cowboy 
expedition. A host of self- care modalities promises to get you back on the 
Zen track, filling whatever gap you need filled: massages (touch), facial 
masks and manicures (pampering), meditation (being present), cardio 
fitness (movement), cannabis (relaxation), and so on.

To be honest, anything can be self- care provided it makes you feel 
better (although no real money can be made by telling people to go take 
a walk outside). Two prominent desires for women are the need to escape 
stress and the need to release stress. Sometimes one, sometimes the other, 
but often both. Fans of indoor cycling studios, for example, compare ped-
aling in place to a vacation from life. They speak of mentally transporting 
themselves to something more akin to a nightclub than the perceived hell 
they’re living in. One SoulCycle devotee wrote, “I can shut out the world 
and my own thoughts for a while. There’s no beep from my notifications, 
no expectations, no deadlines, no rules.”25

With exercise, your worries completely shut off. Your brain is so 
intently focused on following the prescribed moves that you don’t have 
time to fathom if you potentially chose the wrong career. You are jumping 
so hard that your shitty ex melts into the abyss. The absorbing repetitive 
motions occupy the space previously afforded to a ticking biological clock. 
Nothing else exists, for you have one task and one task only: complete the 
burpee. You are, for once, present.

Some use running quite literally as therapy. Jogging therapy is a 
combination of talk therapy with mindful movement. The unique workout 
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has gained a small following in Silicon Beach, the L.A. region home 
to more than five hundred technology companies. Start- up profession-
als lace up their sneakers to join psychotherapists- slash- trainers who run 
beside them as they complain about their demanding boss or nagging 
parent. One jogging therapist’s office has all the trappings of a Freudian 
experience— mid-century couch, end table topped with a tissue box— but 
also foam rollers, hand- sized FIJI water bottles, hair ties, and energy bars. 
A mini- gym of sorts.

“You’re literally moving forward, together,” the psychotherapist Sepi-
deh Saremi, founder of Run Walk Talk, told me as I gasped for air while 
trying to vent and run at the same time. “That is a powerful experience 
for people to have when they feel really stuck in their lives.”26 (But only 
for those who can manage to talk while running.)

Solo runs prove equally powerful. One writer explained that she runs 
to break free of bad thoughts and to metaphorically pound frustration into 
the pavement. “There’s a point during my run when I get this invincible 
I- could- run- forever feeling, as long as I keep running forward,” Patricia 
Haefeli wrote for Women’s Running. “But my runs are always large loops, 
and as I round the bend to head back, I’m reminded that you can run away 
from your problems— at least temporarily.”27

Temporarily. That’s a key point. We are briefly excusing ourselves from 
our lives and engaging in spurts of stress release before jumping back on 
the hamster wheel. And what you do, therefore, is sometimes less import-
ant than just separating time for yourself. Self- care can be snuggling pup-
pies, watching 30 Rock reruns, or stretching on a yoga mat because what 
often matters most is the disengagement from [fill in the blank].

As long as your mind is preoccupied with anything other than what 
would spur a meltdown, you’re golden. But what happens when self- care 
doesn’t cut it, or worse, is weaponized against us?
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